The Fifth Dimension?
A great many people seem to be getting bogged down in the concept of humanity, and the
planet, “Ascending to the 5th Dimension”. But, what is meant by “The 5th Dimension”?
We live in a world we experience as being bounded by 3 dimensions – these are length,
breadth and depth. These are “physical” dimensions, measurements that place us within
our spacial environment. Einstein added the concept of a fourth dimension of time – to
make sense of his theories on the Space-Time Continuum. In other words, using time in
this way is just another physical measurement within our environment.
However, once we consider the concept of a 5th dimension, we have to move out of our
physical environment and in to the realms of the other definition for a dimension, namely
energy.
Everything is energy. What appears to us to be solid, physical matter is, in its basic form,
constructed from frequencies of energy that combine together to give us “physical” matter
i.e. the human body, clothing, floorboards, trees, food, etc. etc.. Everything we experience
as being physical is made up of energy but our brains interpret these energy patterns
(energy frequencies) as being solid, physical matter. The amount of energy contained
within solid matter is huge. If you apply Einstein’s Theory of Relativity – E=MC2 – you will
find that the energy contained in physical matter is immense (see Project Human
Extinction for an example of just how much).
In this sense, a dimension ceases to be a measurement of physical space and becomes a
measurement of energy frequencies. They can be thought of as being like the stations on a
radio dial. A radio dial measures energy frequencies, called radio waves, and the station
pre-sets are just measurements of the frequencies of the radio waves. So, a dimension can
be seen as a collection of energy frequencies, with the dimension itself being a pre-set
marker that contains all of the energy frequencies below the marker but not the
frequencies above.
The concept of humanity Ascending to a 5th dimension is uniquely Velon (Annunaki) in
origin. For full details of how the Velon/Annunaki have interfered in human affairs see

“The Annunaki Plan? or The Human Plan?”
The Velon/Annunaki are a non-human race who have been attempting, by several means
– mainly channelling, to persuade humans to leave the planet. As part of this “Plan”, they
have concocted the idea of human ascension to a 5th dimension. As someone who “reads”
energy frequencies, the 5th dimension does exist, but it is not away from Earth – see later.
It is very easy to become seduced by the stories produced by the Velon/Annunaki as we
live in changing times. Most people are aware that we are changing but it is difficult to
define just what we are changing to especially as we have no previous experience of the
kind of change we are undergoing. Into this void of information, has stepped the Velon/
Annunaki with concepts which appear to hold some value for us at this time.
However, it must be remembered that the Velon/Annunaki fantasy story begins many
thousands of years ago where they inform us that the Velon/Annunaki created humans
(which they call “adamu”) as a slave race. By planting this fantasy deep into our past they
hoped that, at this time of change, we would welcome them in as our “creators” and they
could take over everything on the planet and they could lead us to believe everything they
tell us.
The Velon/Annunaki are not welcome on Earth. The Earth’s consciousness has rejected
them and so those who act as guardians of the Earth are ensuring that the
Velon/Annunaki do not enter our solar system. To try to overcome their banishment, the
Velon/Annunaki have resorted to using channelled communications to try to persuade
people to build “portals” that break through the Earth’s defences. Think of it this way: if
the Earth welcomed in the Velon/ Annunaki, the first we would know about it was when
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they landed on the planet. Instead of which, we have numerous attempts to break through
these defences and persuade us on Earth that they are here to help us ascend. The more
people who believe this propaganda, the more it encourages the Velon/Annunaki to
persist, placing the Earth and all of its life in danger – see The Human Soul and Project
Human Extinction for a description of the damage the Velon/Annunaki have done to their
own worlds and see Synthesis for a true history of the place humans have in the Universe.
To return to the fifth dimension. As someone who has worked as a psychic surgeon for
over thirty years, I studied the energies contained within the human body to help
understand why illnesses arose. The human body, in its natural state, contains 12
dimensions of energy, divided between the root and the crown chakras. The 5 th dimension
relates to a region of the body about navel level. I am sure we would all agree that
“ascending” to your navel is not a step forwards in human evolution!
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